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The view from a mixed model
publisher
The economics and sustainability of open access
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Potential economic implications of open access
Open access means greater economic unpredictability and diversity
in scholarly publishing – at least in the near term. Sustainability will
require a mix of models and outcomes to deliver on requirements
articulated by customers, researchers, funders, policymakers and
others.
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The Context

Open Access is small but growing fast.

Open Access remains

Growth significantly

Big three consolidate

less than 5% of the

surpasses all other

positions

global journals market

revenue streams
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Recent history

Springer launches Springer
Compact with JISC in the
UK
Sage establishes offsetting
agreement in Austria

Wiley and JISC launchUK
credit offsetting pilot in
Elsevier and VSNU reach in
principle agreement
covering OA publishing
rights in some journals

2012—2018

Offsetting, read and publish, increased pressure
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JISC publishes ‘Principles
for Offset Agreements’
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2017

RCUK implements OA
policy in UK, leading
publishers to adapt
infrastructure and
consider new models

2015

2013

Wiley establishes read and
publish deal in the
Netherlands

2018

Institute of Physics
Publishing launches
offset model with in
Austria

2016

Royal Society
Chemistry launches
Gold for Gold
program in the UK

2014

2012

Publishers developed new models as customers
looked to incorporate open access
OUP and Wolters Kluwer
establish deals in the
Netherlands
RSC and MIT agree read
and publish deal
Plan S arrives

Projekt DEAL targets the three
largest publishers to negotiate
national contracts for Germany

Wiley, RSC and Emerald establish
full read and publish deals in
Austria, Taylor and Francis
establish offsetting deal

Present state

The economics of
publishing will be in flux
for some time
Customer demand is accelerating
Market analysis informs
responses, but cannot predict
outcomes
Flexibility and a willingness to
adjust course will be critical
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Implications

While predictions
are difficult, some
things are clear
Pressure on pricing increases
Efficiencies and investment required in at
least equal measure
Consolidation becomes more likely
Complexity persists
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Thank you.
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An industry based on individual contributions, curiously
hobbled by multiple decisions to “bundle” contributions
• Historic journal model based on bundles (of articles), founded on the scale
economies of printing, binding and shipping. The model has been further
reinforced by “valuing” journals, rather than individual articles, through
impact factors.
• In the transition to digital distribution, variable costs decreased (because of
the quasi-demise of print) and fixed costs increased. Predictably, what
followed was consolidation, rising pricing power and higher profitability for
leading publishers.
• Also, in the digital age, we have gone from bundles to “bundles of
bundles”, as subscriptions to collections largely replaced individual journal
subscriptions.
• However, not all contributions are of equal value…

Not all articles are equal

Source: Research Information Network, estimates and analysis

If we could redesign from scratch the model, it would only
maintain subscriptions for the top 5-10% of journals, which are
widely read
• The journal model may make little sense in the digital age. Authors want their articles
published as soon as they are ready and not to fit a publication schedule; comments and
suggestions and further findings make the concept of a “version of record” increasingly
irrelevant; there would be universal standards for metadata to facilitate searches and
retrieval; contributions would be measured with article-level metrics.
• The subscription model makes sense only for the top 5-10% of the journals, which are
widely read: for these journals, subscriptions are an efficient way to allocate costs among
their many readers (although even for these journals, OA would allow to achieve other
objectives like wider readership, equality of access around the world).
• For the long tail of journals with little (or no) readership, there are not enough readers to
justify subscriptions from an economic point of view. Subscription publishers have sidestepped this issue with collections, but clearly the model is coming under pressure.
• Hence, OA represents a logical economic model for most journals, but…
• There are many moving parts to this answer: what OA economic model, who is going to
pay for it, what happens to research conducted in less wealthy nations, etc.

Which OA model should prevail?
• There is no easy answer, as different stakeholders have different goals.

• Subscription publishers want to preserve subscriptions for self-evident reasons, but can live
with hybrid journals publishing in Gold OA (provided there are no caps to APCs) or with
Green OA and long embargo periods.
• Funding bodies should want to see the impact of the research they funded maximized
through broad dissemination. Until recently, they have acted “agnostically” towards different
mechanisms to fulfill their OA mandates, but this is now changing as hybrid journals are
viewed with more suspicion.
• Authors still largely do not care – other than in the abstract. For them, all the incentives point
towards publishing in journals with the highest possible income factor.
• University administrations still like to have a predictable world of impact factor-ranked
journals, simplifying their key personnel processes (hiring, promotion, tenure)

• In the meanwhile, new models emerge through experimentation

• SCOAP3 proved that the central role of subscription publishers could be subverted
• E-Life launched an experimental “journal” based on Platinum OA
• F1000 subverts the journal model altogether.

Which model will emerge?
• Making predictions is always difficult, but we can expect a few likely
outcomes if market forces are left unchecked
• Gold OA is a difficult economic model to transition to for subscription publishers. As
an example, the three leading subscription publishers have estimated revenues per
article published in the region of $4,000 to 5,000 (and it is worthwhile noting that
about 20% of journal revenues come from commercial subscribers – that revenue
would have to be replaced by the academic and research community.) In a transition
to OA, their costs may decline by 10-15% ($250-400), but they would still need
average APCs in the range of $3,500 to 4,500 (and rising by some percentage point
every year) to maintain current profitability. Subscription publishers can be expected
to fight very hard to maintain hybrid journals viable, and to fight APC caps.

• Green OA will only be fully effective if embargo periods are minimized or scrapped
altogether. The experience of the NIH’s policy is that, while compliance is high, the
impact on subscription publishing is negligible.

On the other hand, market forces do not need to be the
sole deciders
• Government policies on dissemination of publicly-funded research should also
cover research funded by non-profit charities, at least in the countries where they
are also ”subsidized” by taxpayers through favorable tax regimes.
• Funding bodies have a huge and unleveraged power. It is reasonable to expect
they will exercise it in both negative and positive ways. Negative actions include
the “disqualification” of hybrid journals, the imposition of short or no embargo
periods for Green OA models, the refusal to pay more than a maximum APC.
Positive actions would include the establishment of one or more alternative
dissemination models, perhaps by establishing consortia of funding bodies which
encourage experimentation
• University administrations need to wean themselves from journal impact factors
and transition to article-level impact factors. It is in their interest to use data
which recognizes the individual contributions of authors, just as it serves the
purpose of funding bodies to support the authors of the most important articles,
regardless of how they are disseminated.

The elephant in the (virtual) room…
• Sci-Hub points to a future when researchers may not need a
subscription to access the content they want.
• The experience of the music industry is that fighting copyright
infringement is very difficult.
• It took the recorded music industry a 15-year decline in revenues (as
well as massive job losses and equity value destruction) to find a
viable (and culturally acceptable) model to revive its fortunes (thanks
to Spotify and Apple). The scholarly communication industry may
count itself lucky to have an alternative model available (OA, in its
many forms).
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Sustainability of ….?
Much of the existing debate in publishing circles seems revolve around
business models
– and is primarily focused on apcs and the sustainability of existing
publishers and methods

Discussions of new/better/evolving business models is typically lacking
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Diverse and innovative publishing environment
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Publishing Platforms
The major recent development in academic publishing has been the
emergence of large scale digital publishing platforms
developed initially for journals
but also in book publishing – with most of the major book
publishers developing their own digital platforms
This has fundamentally changed the business model of publishers
– sell access to the platform – it it’s entirety – as a ‘big deal’.
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Publishing Platforms 2
We are seeing the emergence of a large number of proprietorial and subscription based platforms.
Users interact on the platform – rather than between platforms
Platform is sold to customers it it’s entirety – so not individual pricing for content.
An important strategy for platform businesses is the ability to ‘lock-in’ users of their platforms …
Content providers lose any relationship with the final users – intermediated via platform
often two stage removed – platform, then through the library subscription,
Many small journals feel ‘trapped’ with their existing publisher: if they withdraw they lose the established orders and connections.
Lack of flexibility for both content providers and users
– content providers can only do what the platform allows them to do

– platforms have control over who can deliver, what can be delivered, how it is delivered,
and the same for the content users ….
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“Cradle to Grave” research platforms
But the largest publishers are thinking much bigger scale than this: developing ‘cradle to grave’ digital
platforms designed to work ‘with’ the researcher to:
initiate collaborative project and apply for funding
facilitate collaboration between authors
collect and store data from experiments/field work
process the data
interact with social network of colleagues in/around research
collate and organise references
store and interconnect note taking and comments
create papers and integrate data/digital content
host and enable dissemination as working papers
peer review the working paper
publish the final article
collect analytics on use
25/10/2018
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Some economics lessons from digital networks
1.

There are likely to exist only a small number of proprietorial platform
At least within any one discipline. Expect to see mergers/acquisitions of platforms/publishers.

2.

Platforms have a strong financial incentive to lock users into their platform
Proprietorial platform (have to have licence to join)
Indirect control through integration of units running on the platform

3.

Researcher desire to interact with co-authors on other systems is more likely to lead to
either convergence to a single platform,
interoperability between platforms.

4.

Concentration to a small number of platforms is likely to
either reduce the number of publishing options for researchers
or require "third party" publishers to play by the rules/outputs etc defined by the platform owner.
Both likely to stifle innovation and give platform owner a huge strategic advantage.

5.

Monitoring usage and activities on the platform enables profitable product development.
This gives financial incentives to being big and harvesting more data - and raises data protection issues on research activity.

6.

Having open source code, modular structures, and open standards and protocols is likely to increases the scope for new entry and diversity of
publishers interacting with the platform.

7.

Who controls the platform, the protocols and systems will have an enormous impact on the way the entire system operates.
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A cautionary tale: Mobile telephone
platforms
Initially dominated by Apple iOS
a tightly closed, proprietorial network.
Google challenged with an open source platform – Android (which it acquired at a fairly early stage)
it took Google’s size to enter – and even then, they felt they needed the added adoption power of open source
This led to rapid development by Google and other developers. A coalition of different stakeholders established.
Initially all the processes and components were open source …
but Google then introduced a suit of proprietorial software (Google Play Services) – which they bundled together (along with their apps)
and required any mobile telephone developer installing Android to install the entire bundle or nothing at all onto every phone.
In addition the various components rely on each other to operate – so it is effectively impossible to replace any single program within the
package with a competing alternative.
(Last week Google agreed to unbundle two of these – Search and Chrome - on the back of a $5 billion anti-trust fine by the EU!)
While there is a huge diversity of apps available for Android phones – the really valuable assets are precisely the programs within Google Play Services
(Google search, Google chrome, Google maps ….) and through the ability to monitor and monetise users of those services.
The only way to avoid implementing Google Play Services is to fork the entire Android OS – which has been successfully done only twice. By Amazon for
Kindle, and in China (where Google services are banned).
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Creating an open “open research” platform
Lessons:
1. Open source and modular code is not enough - how, and who controls how, they
interoperate is important
2. Capture can occur later, quite a while after initial set-up - even with a coalition
So - how does one create an open research infrastructure that enables diversity and avoids
‘capture’ by individual entities?
Some examples do exist
•
•
•
•
•

WWW consortium W3C
Internet Engineering task force IETF (defines internet protocols)
Wikipedia (community administered)
Mozilla
Linux
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Likely Important Components
• Well defined objectives - open standards etc, research interaction
• Broad and diverse leadership board that approves changes
• Needs membership of all constituents

• A ‘light touch’ - defining protocols for data exchanges, not the
processes themselves
• Modular approach

It may well be that is sits alongside commercial alternatives
(e.g. Mozilla).
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Infrastructure Funding
I started by saying that I don’t believe apc/bpc are important in the long run.
But here is how they may be ….
Presently the lion’s share of public/research funding for open access is being
delivered through apcs to commercial publishers
– which is implicitly facilitating the development of proprietorial platforms, which
are unlikely to be in the public interest.
Research funding agencies need to recognise the importance of developing
robust, community-controlled publishing and research infrastructures

to protect the diversity and the independence of research and publishing.
And collectively we need to start building these infrastructure NOW
25/10/2018
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Infrastructure projects
For publishing processes:

Post-publication infrastructure
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A small group of OA book publishers seeking to initiate community
development of broader infrastructure in 5 main areas
1. Discovery and dissemination
2. Supporting revenue flows
3. Developing community, ownership, control, development and user
adoption of infrastructure
4. Facilitating re-use and user engagement of OA content
5. Archiving OA digital books
https://scholarled.org/
25/10/2018
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